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Past experiences

 At injection, the beam-beam parameter is usually 
larger than at top energy due to the smaller 
Piwinski angle

 Very large tune shifts were 
reached in 2011 and claimed 
'acceptable'   (ΔQ

tot
 ~ 0.03 for 

2 IPs)

 Actually, luminosity lifetimes 
in the order of ~40 minutes 
were observed, in run I and II



  

Different regimes

Fill 7301, β* = 11m

Fill 7282, β* = 70/100 and 50/100m
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Different regimes

Fill 7301, β* = 11m

Fill 7282, β* = 70/100 and 50/100m

 Steady state losses 
and emittance growth

 Fast initial losses 
(mostly first scrapings)



  

Beam quality degradation 
β*=11m

 Fits over one of the first interval 
without scraping (lasting about 1h) :

 The luminosity lifetime was ~3h

→ Better than past MDs, possibly 
thanks to the lower beam-beam 
tune shift (ΔQ

tot
 ~ 0.025 for 2 IPs) 

and lower transverse emittance 
(reducing the effect of lattice NL)

→ Both the loss rate (~10%/h) 
and the emittance growth rate 
(10-15%/h) play a role

(from CMS)

Bunch
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β*=11m

 Fits over one of the first interval 
without scraping (lasting about 1h) :

 The luminosity lifetime was ~3h

→ Better than past MDs, possibly 
thanks to the lower beam-beam 
tune shift (ΔQ

tot
 ~ 0.025 for 2 IPs) 

and lower transverse emittance 
(reducing the effect of lattice NL)

→ Both the loss rate (~10%/h) 
and the emittance growth rate 
(10-15%/h) play a role

 The emittance growth rate measured 
with the BSRT is larger than from the 
specific luminosity (15-20%/h)

(from CMS)
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Beam quality degradation 
β*=70/100m and 50/100m

 The luminosity lifetime was 
above 6h

 ΔQ
tot

 ~ 0.025 for 2 IPs

 The emittance growth obtained 
from the BSRT and lumimeters 
are also not compatible

 An emittance growth rate about 
20 % /h is expected in the 
horizontal plane due to IBS 
(See S. Papadopoulou)

→ Why are both planes affected 
equivalently?

 Beam-beam driven non-
linear coupling terms ?

Fill 7282



  

Emittance growth due 
to decoherence

Noise MD 2016 (6.5 TeV, ΔQ
tot 

= 0.02)

 Taking for granted these very strong assumptions : The 
decoherence from external sources of noise in the presence 
of a large tune spread is expected to be in the shadow of 
IBS driven emittance growth
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Emittance growth due 
to decoherence

 Identical PC noise
 Identical ADT pickup resolution

Noise MD 2016 (6.5 TeV, ΔQ
tot 

= 0.02)

 Taking for granted these very strong assumptions : The 
decoherence from external sources of noise in the presence 
of a large tune spread is expected to be in the shadow of 
IBS driven emittance growth

Fit using Lebedev's 
decoherence model



  

Simulation of incoherent 
losses and emittance growth

 GPU accelerated single particle tracking with fine space-space 
resolution including:                                                                                              
(CABIN, S.V. Furuseth and X. Buffat, Phys. Rev. Accel. Beams 21, 081002)

 Linear lattice (phase advance between IPs, chromaticity)
 Non-linear 6D beam-beam interactions (in IPs 1 and 5)
 Noise (IBS, ground motion, field ripple) 

→ Estimates of loss rates and emittance growth in beam-beam dominated regimes

 The two regimes are also visible in simulations
 The initial transient (non-linear re-matching) can last few minutes. The amplitude of its 

effect is usually correlated with the steady state loss rate / emittance growth
 In the following we report the steady state loss rates (dominant in these config.) 



  

Beam losses
Experience at top energy

 For large beam-beam parameters (ΔQ
tot

 

~ 0.02 for 2 IPs), significant loss rates 
were obtained when the the tail particles 
are in the vicinity of the 10th and 7th/14th 
order resonance (both in simulation 
and experimental data)

 The configuration at flat top is not 
directly comparable with injection:

 The noise level (IBS) is higher and 
asymmetric H/V

 The presence of a large Piwinski 
angle changes the non-linear 
dynamics (odd and synchrobetatron 
resonances)

6.5 TeV

'' ''



  

Beam losses
Phase advances

 The phase advance between IPs 
can significantly improve the lifetime 
(resonance canceling condition with 
low Piwinski angle)*

* The loss rates simulated are 
underestimated since the noise amplitude at 
injection is higher than in these simulations
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Beam losses
Phase advances

 The phase advance between IPs 
can significantly improve the lifetime 
(resonance canceling condition with 
low Piwinski angle)*

 This condition is not met in 
general in the LHC due to lack of 
advantage for low β physics 
(Piwinski angle, long-range 
interactions)

 It was not at all met for the 2018 
High β optics

 Can a high β optics be designed 
with symmetric phase advances?

→ The beams will be more prone to 
coherent beam-beam modes, but no 
issues are expected for Q'>0        
(See N. Mounet's talk)

* The loss rates simulated are 
underestimated since the noise amplitude at 
injection is higher than in these simulations



  

Beam losses
Working point

Best phases : Worst phases :

or
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 If the good phase advance cannot be realised :
 Working points close to the 3rd order resonance provide a good performance up to 

0.05 → Depends on the 3rd order stop-band
 The half integer becomes a good alternative for larger beam-beam parameters or if 

the 3rd order stop-band is too large → Cannot be evaluate with this simple model 
(linear lattice)

Best phases : Worst phases :

or



  

Beam losses
Working point

 If the good phase advance cannot be realised :
 Working points close to the 3rd order resonance provide a good performance up to 

0.05 → Depends on the 3rd order stop-band
 The half integer becomes a good alternative for larger beam-beam parameters or if 

the 3rd order stop-band is too large → Cannot be evaluate with this simple model 
(linear lattice)

 Note : new ADT filters should allow operation close to half-integer

Best phases : Worst phases :

or



  

Beam losses
Chromaticity

 Chromaticity increases the loss 
rates significantly (Resonance 
crossing during synchrotron 
motion)

→ Determine empirically the 
lowest chromaticity without 
coherent beam-beam instabilities



  

Conclusion

 The beam dynamics at low energy and high β is 
quite different w.r.t. the high energy low β case

 The ADT pickup resolution is expected to be sufficient to run with 
high gain without emittance blowup even with a large tune 
spread

 The beam losses (~half of the luminosity lifetime) may be 
mitigated with symmetric phase advances between the main IPs

 A working point close to the half-integer seem beneficial only for 
very large beam-beam parameters (i.e. probably not needed)

 The understanding of the emittance growth in the vertical plane 
requires further investigations (e.g. CABIN simulations with asymmetric 
noise in the two planes) 
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